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Abstract 

We have largely ignored serious organization and implementation issues blocking greenhouse 

gas emissions reductions at the urban level. Most urban climate policy and financial measures 

treat decision-making as a black box, where sensible solutions will simply be implemented.  Rarely 

is question asked: are current institutions actually up to the job?  To understand this, we need to 

re-examine implicit theories of change that reflect how city governments and businesses actually 

behave and make decisions, and are current plans credible?  Significant constraints affect both 

groups and also limit citizens’ abilities to effectively shape needed policies and investments.  These 

problems can be addressed by creating a trusted, independent organization to drive innovation 

and implementation to reduce emissions and moderate urban inequality.  This “Lowering 

Emissions Economy Partnership (LEEP)” can be jointly owned by local stakeholders who could pool 

investments and recover a small share of the large energy, waste and water savings this approach 

will create.  Any city could set this up, drawing upon a range of start-up capital options.  The LEEP’s 

professional, trusted, independent platform can foster more rapid, effective collaboration among 

government, business, and citizens groups.  This reduces a number of political and financial risks, 

and it can accelerate emission reductions in a more just, sustainable way. 

 

Keywords:  Urban climate policy; sustainable cities; urban economics; urban governance;   

urban climate finance 

    

Highlights:  The paper unpacks theory of change assumptions behind much local climate change 

management, making explicit the constraints affecting how governments, businesses and citizens 

collaborate.  The paper suggests why focusing on finance or technology will not address these 

constraints.  Rather, a new kind of local partnership organization is needed to drive urban emissions 

reductions.  The paper explains how this can operate, what it will cost, how it can be funded, and how 

all this responds to Covid pandemic, and other financial and geopolitical aftershocks. 
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Managing a Low Urban Emissions World 
 

The real problem of humanity is the following:  

we have Paleolithic emotions,  

medieval institutions,   

and God-like technology. 

              - Edward O. Wilson (2009) 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

hile Covid and Ukraine and Middle Eastern war shockwaves continue to reverberate, $100 

Trillion, perhaps the largest concentrated spending in history, will be needed for global urban 

infrastructure investment through 2050, based upon a number of credible government and 

banking estimates.1  Beyond supplying roads, water, mass transit, telecoms, more resilient health 

systems, and energy, this investment needs also to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and to 

support more equitable housing for hundreds of millions of people migrating to cities.     

 

Especially after the Covid pandemic, trillions are available at reasonable though higher interest rates and 

yet accelerating the pace of climate and infrastructure spending continues to be difficult.  The $2.5 

Trillion currently spent globally per year is half of what is needed. Large new U.S. government 

infrastructure and climate spending is actually spread over 10 years and the measures will take time to 

implement.  Some key coordination aspects, particularly permitting and grid expansion, remain unclear, 

as well as how temporary are slowdowns in electric vehicle and wind turbine sales.  The U.S. Congress 

could still revise spending and other aspects related to potentially huge tax credits over time.2  Actual 

disbursement of vast, approved public European recovery and development funds has lagged for years.3  

On the private side, investment managers constantly complain “there are simply not enough viable 

infrastructure projects out there”, as noted for over 50 years since at least the creation of the 

International Finance Corporation.4 

 

Meanwhile, we are on track to miss global emissions reductions targets to keep warming below 1.5° C 

by a wide margin, with many sectors needing an increase of effort of 5-10 fold over the pace of their 

current reductions to stay near the target.  The 1.5° C ceiling is likely to be at least breached by 2027, 

and several projections suggest the entire “carbon budget” remaining to have a 50% chance to stay at 

1.5° will be exhausted by 2030.5  Moreover, evidence is mounting that current long-term climate models 

underestimate the actual rate of warming, the rates of polar, glacier, and permafrost melting, the rates 

of release of GHGs (especially methane), how this may disturb movements of ocean currents, and how 

even the 1.5° target may risk triggering irreversible, cascading “tipping points” whose thresholds may 

be changing.6   

 

Paradoxically, we are floundering despite having existing, affordable transition technologies, sufficient 

and cheap capital, extensive knowledge of what to do, and even a broad consensus on what it will cost.7   

What we do not have is a clear sense of how on earth all this will actually get done?   

 

As a range of renewable and energy storage technologies become cheaper, market forces will 

increasingly underpin parts of the transformation.8  But these need to be buttressed by policy and 

organization.  At the moment, global emissions reductions emerge from a complex set of voluntary 

national commitments and industry agreements because at multiple levels, this ad hoc mix is what is 

politically acceptable.9  To be effective, some measures, e.g. carbon taxes, carbon trading, better 

emissions reporting, carbon import tariffs, and a vast upscaling of inter-connected, load-balancing smart 

electricity grids, need to be implemented at the national, if not continental or global levels.  Some 

measures will require a deepening of industry-wide agreements, common financial reporting, and shared 

development costs, especially to shift steel, shipping, aviation, plastics, cement and agricultural 

production (not merely the energy this uses, but also the production chemicals) to zero lifecycle 

emissions processes.10 

 

Whatever emissions targets nations agree to, ultimately, this needs strong implementation at the urban 

regional level, which is held to “account” for up to 70% of global greenhouse gas emissions.11  With many 
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national governments in political turmoil even before Covid, with international climate cooperation 

under strain, and with little consensus about how to manage these higher levels of climate governance, 

“cities” are increasingly seen as the front line to solve serious social and environmental challenges.  A 

review of recent literature tell us that cities “should” design, finance and implement all sorts of integrated, 

inclusive, systems solutions.12  To judge the realism of this view, we need a deeper look at how different 

urban regional actors actually behave, and how much influence they have over emissions. 

 

 

2. THEORIES  OF  CHANGE 
 

missions and energy modeling, policy, and finance work simply assumes that existing organizations 

which manage resource use are up to the tasks, tasks they just need to get on with.  The models 

and policies show the effects of decisions made rationally and which are then implemented in 

some least-cost, utility-maximizing fashion.   

 

Though rarely acknowledged, there are actually two implicit competing theories of change that describe 

decision-making to reduce urban greenhouse gas emissions:13  

 

1. “Bright Lights, Big City”: Existing organizations-governments, businesses, citizens groups are fit 

for purpose; we just need to tweak some prices, incentives or taxes, regulations and reporting 

standards, and the changes needed will occur organically, at the scale and speed needed. The 

transition is already occurring within progressive regions and organizations. These organizations 

behave and make decisions in rational ways that simply need better guidance and reinforcement.  

The necessary engineering and financing will come together in some coherent fashion.  We need 

merely to encourage behavior via markets, or through the right policies, tax and lending 

incentives, and price signals, and then communicate, and replicate results.   

 

2. “Darkness on the Edge of Town”:  Governments, businesses, and citizens groups suffer from 

complex competing interests and deep structural constraints, none of which will self-repair via 

markets and new finance, and all of which limit organizations from cooperating effectively.  In 

addition, we need to integrate technical systems to a degree that has no historical precedent, and 

certainly not at the scale and speed needed.  We have to do this within a very difficult political 

context dominated by polarization, inequality, medical and financial stresses, and a mistrust of 

experts, all of which affects how these groups behave and make decisions.  This all argues for a 

new approach, and a new type of organization to rebuild trust and drive the rapid innovation 

needed. 

 

Some cities may experience bits of both of these change theory archetypes, depending upon the 

particular department or branch of government or business, and local political and legal culture etc.  But 

as explained below, a number of reasons suggest strongly that the second theory more accurately 

describes the situation at the urban level.   

 

At the moment, this decision-making issue is largely ignored, treated just as a black box, and something 

that just needs tweaking to fix.  We need e.g. “green funds”, “a stronger enabling environment”, and 

“more infrastructure deals”, and “blended finance” so “cities” can do things.  A strong, wise mayor 

commits to emissions targets and this makes it so.  Citizens, businesses, and property developers rejoice 

using new smart technologies.  Levels of government cooperate; building, land use and traffic 

regulations align.  City governments take on more debt but manage risk, banks and businesses will 

swarm in, and viable low carbon infrastructure projects will be implemented, as carbon prices and 

markets will work their magic.  Growth can become inclusive, and use nature-based solutions. 

 

In almost all of the world’s cities, these assumptions are completely unrealistic.  They were unrealistic 

before the Covid disruptions; they are even more so, now.   Given this, it is worth asking a question rarely 

asked:  are our local institutions actually up to the job of managing a rapid, equitable transition to a low 

emissions world? 
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3. FACTS ON THE GROUND 
 

et us start with a closer look at how city governments and business organizations make decisions 

and collaborate.  On a good day, most urban government departments operate in “silos”, fighting 

over strategies, budgets and policies. Salaries and work environments struggle to compete with 

more attractive private sector conditions, leading often to politicized staff-churning, and even 

corruption.  Complex tendering regulations work against least-cost, integrated solutions; e.g. even 

progressive Boston took over 5 years negotiating within its own government bureaucracy to approve 

least cost power purchase/energy efficiency agreements for a dozen of their city-owned buildings.14  

Building and zoning codes are often manipulated by local elites, even in developed economies.15  

Government is often not regarded as a competent, neutral party able to balance fairly technical, financial, 

and social interests.   

 

In normal times, most city government revenues are hard-pressed to just keep the city running; the 

direct and indirect costs of Covid-triggered remote working, Ukraine and Middle East war-related supply 

disruptions, damages from extreme weather, and increased inflation and interest rate are dramatically 

stressing city governments’ resources.  Urban finance is rarely strategic, but rather an opportunistic 

mishmash of local property taxes, permit fees, loans, and a large dependency upon national transfer 

grants.16  Capital market access remains difficult, even as cities are forced to spend more due to central 

government cutbacks.  City government’s ability to take on more (or in many places any) debt pushed 

by new “green” financing instruments face daunting obstacles.17  All these political, financial, and 

management constraints are even more serious in smaller cities, where some models suggest up to ¾ 

of the global urban emissions abatement opportunities exist.18 

 

There is a great deal of interest to develop new financing mechanisms and to increase the credit-

worthiness of city governments to ease some of the strain on city budgets to try to boost investments 

in climate adaptation and mitigation.19  While some of these measures mention the need to strengthen 

capacity and to provide “loan preparation facilities”, these financing efforts understandably still 

concentrate efforts upon city governments, and implicitly view gaps as technocratic, regulatory 

problems.  The assumption is if we provide city governments with more project finance, get national 

government policy to support this, strengthen the “enabling environment”, etc., things will sort 

themselves out, many bankable projects will emerge, and bankers can deal with much higher volumes 

of bundled, standardized lending.  However, such ideas have been around for decades.20  A recent study 

noted that of 500 of the world’s largest cities in developing countries, only 98 are of investment grade.21  

Given all the serious constraints discussed above, proposed financing changes are unlikely to result in a 

quantum leap in climate-related lending to cities 

 

Governments also face fiscal pressures working against emissions reductions.  Particularly in developing 

countries, significant city government revenues often depend upon selling government-owned 

suburban land or levying a surcharge on electricity tariffs.  This creates huge disincentives to reduce 

urban sprawl and energy consumption.  US and EU vehicle pump set taxes fund a fair bit of road 

maintenance; this will need to be re-thought when most vehicles are electrified and if the total number 

of vehicles eventually decreases due to car-sharing.22   

 

We will return to finance shortly, but first there are issues about which emissions can city governments 

actually manage or influence?  While cities “account” for up to 70% of greenhouse gas emissions, city 

governments have surprisingly limited influence over these emissions.  The Stockholm Environment 

Institute (2014) modelled 600 cities implementing best practices in better building codes, densely settled 

transit hubs, energy efficiency retrofits and solar arrays on city-owned buildings, capturing waste dump 

methane, water and waste recycling, etc.23  The results showed emissions are reduced by only 15% of 

the amount needed to keep warming below 2° C by 2030.  More recent research suggests city “emissions 

commitments” might lower 2030 global emissions by 30% of the total target.24   

 

A review of this data indicated urban governments can impact 17% of the emissions within their 

geographic boundaries, but they share responsibility with state, provincial and nation governments 

affecting an additional 19% of urban emissions.25  Analyses (pre-Covid) of US state, local government, 
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and business current emissions reductions commitments suggest a reduction of 25% by 2030, with a 

possible 37% reduction if more subnational actors coordinate and intensify efforts.26  A 2023 study of 

hundreds of European cities’ plans suggests that together, these will reduce European emissions by 11-

12%.27 Finally to complicate things further, there are questions about the quality of city self-reported 

emissions data, which has been shown to be at variance with more rigorous air modelling and sampling.28 

 

Often city government emissions plans are actually very dependent upon higher levels of government 

or business interventions, such as critically, regional/national grid electricity supply shifting to low or 

zero emissions sources, or national vehicle standards compelling zero emissions fuel sources and vehicle 

delivery.  These may or may not occur in a timely fashion; if they do not, cities would be forced to offset 

emissions to meet targets.29  City governments face complex regulatory, fiscal, and political constraints 

imposed by higher levels of government.  Thus numerous studies show current city governments’ efforts, 

under the best of conditions fully financing and implementing all plans and using best technologies, 

might get us to around a 25-30% reduction in global emissions (vs. the 50% needed to stay at the 1.5°C 

warming level) by 2030.   

 

Moreover, city governments have little control over harder to decarbonize sectors (steel and cement, 

and long-distance transport) which cause up to 30% of global emissions.30  If we count net emissions 

including cities’ imports and exports, cities’ effective “consumption-based” emissions go up 30-300%, 

with only limited ways to impact the supply chains involved.31    

 

Finally, city government “climate action plans” are inherently political documents, and city governments 

are cautious about discussing sensitive details of climate actions that affect taxes, investment, living 

costs, long-term competitiveness and disposable income, and how these are borne by different interest 

groups.  Of over 850 cities reporting emissions in 2020, less than half reported city-wide emissions 

reductions targets or emissions reductions plans.32  A review of Swedish “climate city contracts” shows 

that these contracts are neither binding nor do they yet have detailed investment plans, which are put 

off until a later phase.33  City climate plans often rely upon other levels of government or the private 

sector, whose funding and behaviour is by no means guaranteed.   

 

Many city climate plans are often well-intentioned “spreadsheets of ambitions”.  Climate plans often 

show what needs to be done at a high level, what could be done, contain lots of energy and emissions 

data, and have a number of useful projects underway.  But they remain very vague on details that 

investors and citizens need to know.   

 

This is a disturbingly common problem.  Upon a closer reading of a sample of plans from more than a 

dozen important cities, it is rarely clear how planned measures suggest detailed annual ex ante targets 

over time.  More worrying, there are no cogent summaries of what are overall net annual costs of 

proposed measures, how all this gets paid for and  by whom (so “buy-in” is literally clear), how dependant 

plans are upon other levels of government or companies, and who must do what to implement, enforce 

and verify all this. 34  

 

For example, Vancouver’s climate plans (2020, 2021) repeatedly estimate there is at least a ~$100M 

financing gap constraining implementation.  Critical choices are sometimes kicked down the road, e.g., 

London’s plan (updated 2022)  when the  choice of whether to build decarbonized heat grids or a 

massive roll out of heat pumps may emerge by 2025.  San Francisco’s plan (2021, p. 323) suggests that 

a useful next step would be to “do detailed costing of all measures and how they might be financed”.  

New York city plans to “start” doing detailed climate budgeting in 2024 (2023, p. 16).  Bristol, UK admits 

its “One City Climate Strategy” is “not a delivery plan and does not plot the route to achievement…as 

city partners have been unable to find the resources to lead delivery action beyond their own 

responsibilities” (2023, p.4). 

 

This is echoed in a 2023 survey of data based upon self-assessments from 362 European cities of all 

shapes and sizes, which concluded:  
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“…over 70% of the cities have not yet estimated—not even roughly—the total investment needed to become 

climate neutral and the majority (i) have experience in financing only a few specific climate projects, (ii) are ill-

equipped to tap capital markets, (iii) have developed only marginally co-financing with the private sector, and 

(iv) have taken no steps to establish an investor-ready pipeline of projects contributing to climate neutrality”.35 

 

As a result, many city efforts are slowly falling behind 2030 commitments, even before the effects of 

Covid and subsequent supply, property tax, and revenue shocks are included.  The striking lack of easy-

to-understand, credible summaries of all these issues, their financing, and lack of evidence of 3rd party 

verification undermines investor support and can only fuel citizen mistrust.36  This lack of clarity increases 

the already all too likely odds that the 50% emissions cuts needed by 2030 will be very problematic to 

achieve. 

 

There is much innovative, creative work occurring in cities and these efforts will continue to be important 

as national climate policy and international climate agreements remain insufficient to keep warming 

below the 1.5° C target.  But there are simply limits to what traditional city governments can do, 

regardless of their enthusiasm, or their interest in deeper issues like reducing demand for materials flows 

to create a more nature-based “circular economy”, to deliver ambitious emissions reductions.37  To really 

have an impact on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, city governments have to go well beyond 

cooperation and instead co-develop solutions with external, private groups, whose separate activities 

and independent behaviour is beyond direct city government control and influence.  

 

 

4. OTHER  ACTORS 
 

ity governments and businesses talk constantly about cooperating to address climate change and 

to more effectively harness the vast power and capacity of business, and there of course numerous 

examples of how this has been done.38  But more often, businesses and city governments circle 

each other warily, worrying about high profit margins, dependency upon sole source technologies, 

incoherent policies, and charges of cronyism or political meddling.   Businesses are concerned about 

endless, excessive meetings to get city government departments to speak with a unified voice, with clear 

contractual obligations that will not change with a change of administrations.  Businesses and investors 

have little interest in funding critical soft, upfront development costs that may never be recovered and 

which may potentially benefit competitors.   

 

Due to conflict-of-interest perceptions and regulatory concerns, it is difficult for businesses to help shape 

the nature of an urban government’s tender or request for proposal at the prefeasibility design phase, 

even when using private sector expertise would benefit all parties.  Even amongst themselves, businesses 

find it difficult to cooperate to supply integrated, optimal “whole systems” vs. those which maximize the 

profits from their particular piece of the supply chain.39   

 

All these conditions create what economists call a “Nash Equilibrium”, where none of the players has 

sufficient incentive to cooperate or to move first to fix a problem.40  This impasse, which probably explains 

a fair bit of the lack of progress reducing emissions, only increases citizen distrust and despair, risking 

ever more populist, even violent responses.  Existing worries about uncertain employment, stagnant 

incomes, affordable housing, and now managing the financial effects of post Covid changes and two 

on-going wars, will all be turbo-charged by water, heat, flood, and crop stresses, prolonged supply chain 

issues, and likely additional disease waves from accelerating climate change.   

 

Thus, we have seen an increase in populist backlashes against climate-related measures, such as the 

“gilets jaunes” protests against diesel price increases in France, Dutch farm protests over more stringent 

nitrogen use controls, and increased local opposition to shifting to heat pumps and approving wind 

turbine siting permits in Germany.41  In progressive, innovative California, legislation was blocked for 

decades that would allow denser, more affordable housing development around transit hubs, due to a 

lack of consensus among citizens and property owners.42  Even ignoring a range of related social 

problems, sky-rocketing central-city housing costs in almost any major city have pushed the poor and 

even middle classes to ever longer commutes, causing increased congestion, increased energy 
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consumption and emissions.  Rather than providing affordable housing at scale, what should be walking, 

bicycling, or a simple mass-transit commute may compete with thousands-millions of electric, semi/fully 

autonomous vehicles with all the emissions associated with their production, use, and disposal, increased 

congestion, and a further undermining of public transport finance.43   

 

A range of engineering and financial solutions that reduce emissions are of course a critical part of the 

mix of tools needed.  But we are deluding ourselves if we think we can simply apply technology or 

finance in some vague technocratic fashion (the “plug and pray” method) to sort out complicated 

emissions problems that are intimately connected with deeper social issues.44   Citizens have plenty of 

reasons to be wary of government and business and to demand more accountability and involvement 

in important policy and investment decisions.45 

 

To accelerate emissions reductions while dealing with this mistrust of government and experts, we also 

need to overhaul public research and demonstration support systems that ostensibly create new 

markets, jobs, promote citizen participation, and stimulate urban innovation to manage climate change.  

Both the US government and the European Commission (EC) have together spent well over $2 billion on 

such activities over the past 10 years.  It is difficult to find credible, third-party evaluations of these 

programs that show clear, verifiable results (using transparent, benefit-cost analysis) that show why the 

financed projects made strategic sense, why they needed central government funds vs. other sources, 

how citizens helped shape investments, and how these resulted in significant, permanent, replicable, 

long-term emissions reductions at affordable costs.  

  

Instead, much of this money was and is being spent on disjointed research or engineering demonstration 

projects, rather than building any sort of permanent, professional long-term capacity to innovate, to 

trigger large-scale investments, and to create permanent markets and jobs.  While obviously some of 

this vast R&D work is useful, too often, it supports conclusions such as: “Finally, the urgency and complex 

character of climate change require trans-disciplinarity (sic) and engagement with social movements, 

knowledge brokers, and change leaders.”46 The scattered, vague uses of these climate research and 

demonstration funds reflect a mind-set that needs to be changed fundamentally if we are to make real 

progress reducing emissions while strengthening local economies (discussed further in Annex A). 

 

 

5. A  TRUSTED  INTEGRATION  PLATFORM 
 

e must avoid the mistakes of the 20th Century, where energy, water, sewage treatment, 

housing, transport, building codes and land use systems evolved from a haphazard, often 

brutal jockeying among electricity utilities, oil companies, automobile and mass transit 

companies, property developers and governments, all pushing their particular narrow solutions in ways 

that created the very problems we now need to solve.47 

 

In many ways, this experience resulted from what Charles Lindblom described in his influential paper 

“The Science of ‘Muddling Through’”.48  Lindblom and various “bounded rationality” colleagues argued 

that a disjointed, incremental approach is a useful, effective way of making decisions, investments, and 

policies given changing interests and the limits of what can be known in a complex world.  This argument 

has been refined recently to include “experimentalist governance” and coalitions of the willing, especially 

at the sectoral level, as a way to manage emissions reductions.49  However, the incremental “muddling 

through” approach reaches its limits when special interests can exercise veto power, and when 

confronted by complex long-term investment decisions or crises that require integrated solutions.   

 

The alternative is not to call to for some sort of central planning, or complex unworkable international 

investment coordination, or to demean the important, needed work of sectoral technological innovation.  

Rather, we have to recognize that Incremental change will simply not deliver the profound, rapid 

restructuring needed to manage climate tipping point risks, nor to get to a 50% reduction in emissions 

within 7-10 years, nor is it likely to lead us to net zero emissions by 2050.50  The changes needed require 

an important intervention, particularly at the urban regional level. 
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The new low-emissions world must integrate systems design far better to generate and use energy, 

manage water, and process food and wastes.  Buildings, vehicles, farming and sanitation systems must 

generate and share electricity and probably hydrogen, supported by land use planning, to reduce costs 

and emissions.  “Whole systems” design can potentially keep us below 1.5° C warming while 

accommodating economic growth and generating huge savings.51  But the integration needed goes well 

beyond extending a sewer or light-rail line.  It will not simply emerge by selling more electric cars and 

solar PV roof and home battery systems, or by working more from home (for those whose jobs might 

allow this).  It will require a new mix of incentives and shared costs and benefits, and a new political 

consensus that is not occurring on its own or at the necessary speed. 

 

Conventional top-down or back-room measures will not credibly address all the serious organization 

and implementation problems discussed earlier.  Indeed, their presence is central in explaining why 

progress on reducing emissions remains so slow.   We often hear vague calls to “strengthen capacity”, 

to allow “cities” to make better decisions and lead to increased access to finance.52  We need to think 

harder about what capacity, whose capacity, and how that capacity will actually get used.  There is no 

shortage of studies, slogans, pledges, and commitments that suggest what should be done.  What is 

missing is clear lines of responsibility and accountability that show who specifically will do what and 

when; who will manage design, finance, and implementation in specific locales, and making sure they 

have sufficient political, financial, and technical resources to implement the transition and bring all the 

necessary pieces together. 

 

Fitting all the pieces together is complex and expensive.  It took a 4-person team at the World Economic 

Forum  over 6 months to help Melbourne, one of the most well-networked and respected cities dealing 

with climate issues, just to connect with financial institutions to discuss a financing a large battery storage 

project.  The staff time involved approached 0.1% of the project’s value, to manage transactions costs.  

Miami’s climate adjustment planning is literally drowning in transactions costs.53 

 

We need a proper strategy, based upon a credible theory of change, that addresses the difficulties 

governments, businesses and citizens groups face trying to collaborate.  While a lack of finance is an 

issue, the deeper problem is to how to change the nature of decision-making.  Even if national 

governments somehow allowed local governments to take on vastly more debt, all the deep, structural 

capacity problems (discussed above) and mistrust that constrains working with businesses and citizens 

groups will still remain.  A new approach is needed to bring the players together, to professionalize work, 

to give citizens a more active, creative role, and to create a strategy and support innovation and projects 

that can be rapidly financed, implemented and scaled up.  Neither businesses nor city governments can 

deliver this, on their own.  We cannot use 19th Century organizations and management to solve 21st 

Century problems.  Ignoring this is treating “inconvenient truths with a convenient fantasy”.54 

 

We can start by creating “Lowering Emissions Economy Partnerships” (LEEP): an urban-region group of 

business, local government, and citizens’ organizations that jointly develop, cost out, and propose 

equitable, low-emissions solutions to private finance and government, and then help manage 

implementation.  This is not to provide finance and management capacity, or push debt and risk off 

government balance sheets like a more traditional Special Purpose (financial) Vehicle, an Energy Services 

Company, or Private-Public Partnership.55   Rather, a LEEP’s purpose is to build trust, develop consensus, 

reduce transactions costs, and drive innovation. 

 

A LEEP would be an independent office with a small, diverse, skilled management team.  It can think and 

invest strategically to develop a fully funded implementation plan to enable an urban metropolitan 

region to meet needed emissions reduction targets: a 50% drop by 2030, and net zero emissions by 

2050.  A LEEP would raise seed capital, potentially manage large city innovation funds56, and it would 

support needed legal and technical work.  A LEEP would be governed by a diverse board comprised of 

a city’s key public and private stakeholders (possibly including a representative from a regional or 

provincial government if helpful).  Such diversity helps ensure that the investments in emissions 

reductions strengthen the local regional economy, its social fabric, and its finances.   
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The LEEP can begin to manage emissions flows from the metropolitan region vs. only a city government’s 

legal geographic boundary.  A purpose-driven organization such as a LEEP can address regional resource 

flows in ways city governments cannot.57  A LEEP provides a less formal work space and more options to 

involve citizens, to allow businesses to cooperate in early pre-feasibility planning, and to finance and fit 

the pieces together in a coherent way.  Different regions and cultures will have different solutions about  

how best to configure a LEEP, how to select its members, how to make them accountable, and the degree 

to which a LEEP can act independently.  Who sits at the table and who defines agendas are of course 

complicated, critical issues, as is the degree of openness and honesty of local political and economic 

cultures.  These issues are always present in public and private institutions.  But all urban areas have a 

clear sense of who are key local stakeholders, and a fair, public, transparent, accountable selection 

process can be developed if the fundamental choice is made to do so.  A city government, a group of 

businesses, a university, or a citizens housing or environmental group can act as the initial catalyst or 

convener, starting informally, publicizing organizing events widely to encourage participation and a 

sense of legitimacy.  Membership can become broader and more formalized over time, as the group 

sees fit and as confidence and finances grow.   

 

As much as possible, the LEEP should be an independent, professional, neutral entity that all parties trust 

so it can reduce far greater emissions than those under government influence.  Governments still retain 

final legal authority over many decisions, and would be an active member of a LEEP, so they will retain 

oversight and power over a variety of decisions.  But if they are serious about stimulating the 

transformation needed, urban governments need to view themselves as a catalyst and a player vs. the 

key driving entity in local emissions reductions.  As discussed earlier, there are a variety of organizational, 

legal, and asset ownership constraints that support this judgement.  This somewhat nuanced view of 

political and economic power is the reality that local governments need to accept if we are to achieve 

rapid emissions reductions.  

 

The LEEP would become a “one-stop shop” which provides open access to the latest current regional 

emissions data, inventory of related investments, knowledge of projects and funding options that 

government, business, universities, journalists, developers, and citizens could use to promote innovation 

and development.  A LEEP would maintain a frequently updated local emissions abatement cost curve.58  

A LEEP would clarify which steps and investments need government support and regulation, and which 

efforts businesses and citizens can do on their own to maximize emissions reductions within their urban 

area.  The LEEP is designed to absorb the “transactions costs” and soft, early investments needed to get 

parties to collaborate and attract finance.  It would become a good listener and communicator to build 

trust and trigger experimentation and innovation.59   

 

A LEEP would incubate new project ideas rapidly and flexibly, supporting difficult to finance up-front 

legal and engineering work to design mixed-use, affordable housing starting in central “zero-emissions” 

districts, or to enable building owners, utilities, financial institutions, and new energy and water supply 

firms to cooperate and accelerate investment.  There are similarly complex issues involved in managing 

stakeholders’ hourly, daily, weekly, and seasonal supply and demand with different scales of energy and 

temperature grids, managing unintended consequences, or how to close waste incineration-based 

power plants as waste streams decrease to promote circular economies. 60  There are other choices to 

assess, e.g. whether PV arrays and storage batteries are better sited with larger community or utility-

sized energy farms vs. on individual houses or buildings, trade-offs between density and heat island 

effects61, and complex financing issues arising from greater renewables supply in power grids.62  

Important recent work shows while there may be good economic arguments for these and other 

measures, the financial burden will affect different stakeholders in different ways with some gaining and 

some losing, and there will likely be local net employment losses in the automobile, steel, cement, 

chemical, and various fossil fuel-related industries.63  Some mechanism to structure investment deals 

fairly will be crucial to sorting out these trade-offs.  In any case, integrated, “whole systems” design will 

only happen if a dedicated, trusted, professional organization drives the integration and delivers it.64   

 

Moreover, whole-systems design is not merely a set of green engineering and financing solutions; it 

includes bringing citizens into the design, finance, and operations in practical, effective ways.  While a 

city region is unlikely to influence deeper economic forces such as the effect of AI on employment, 
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skyrocketing healthcare or energy costs, and changing terms of trade, it can ensure that sufficient 

resources are dedicated to deliver affordable, zero emissions housing at scale, centrally located.  This 

concrete change would help moderate social tensions fueling populist movements, and build political 

support for further investments in emissions reductions.   

 

Increasingly, we see the need for dedicated organizations to do the integrating to deal with complex 

social problems.65  There is also now a large body of work that shows the critical importance of creating  

“safe spaces”, pushing decision-making authority down to the lowest level possible line to maximize 

innovation and creativity,66 and to use informal negotiating fora to resolve conflicts and explore solutions 

via so-called “track 1.5 and 2” negotiations.67  Finally, there are practical, proven methods used in 

numerous countries that show how “citizen assemblies” can come together effectively to digest and 

discuss technical, financial, and legal issues that resolve complex problems.68  This also includes recent 

tools to promote “robust decision-making” where policies can explore decisions made under deep 

uncertainty and even lack of consensus over assumptions, an important asset in polarized political 

systems.69  This broad outreach and consensus-building would be a critical part of LEEP operations, and 

goes far beyond what governments and businesses can do on their own.  Citizen participation in 

emissions and infrastructure investment and policy decisions can evolve from empty rhetoric into a real, 

useful, on-going contribution. 

 

 

6. EXAMPLES  AND  FINANCING 
 

ieces of this new approach already exist.  Interesting business-government collaborations can be 

seen in Boston’s Green Ribbon Commission; the New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation and 

New York State Climate Action Council; the Leeds (UK) Climate Commission; Cape Town’s 

GreenCape; Bristol, UK’s “CityLeap” Collaboration; “Leuven2030”, in Leuven, Belgium; the Columbus Ohio 

Partnership’s Acceleration Fund; New York City’s “AcceleratorNYC for buildings and Ireland’s “One Stop 

Shop” programme for housing retrofits; Mannheim, Germany’s “Climate Protection Agency”; and the 

“Energiesprong” integrated deep retrofit model pioneered in the Netherlands.  Interesting financing 

examples are found in the Canadian Infrastructure Bank and den Haag, the Netherlands’ “City Fund”.  

Efforts to involve citizens more directly and deeply in policy and development include “participatory 

budgeting” in several US, EU and Latin American cities, and “citizens assemblies” such as those actually 

helping develop climate strategies in Ireland and France.  The kind of permanent, long-term integrated 

planning capability needed is seen in the Urban and Spatial Planning Institute (IPPUC), Curitiba, Brazil.  

Innovative ownership and economic development models are found at the Mondragon Industrial Group 

(Basque region, Spain); the “community-based micro-grids” of Brooklyn NY, Feldheim, Germany; the 

planned Fruitvale “Ecoblock” in Oakland, CA, the Ecopower Cooperative that provides over 50,000 

Belgian homes with renewable energy and energy efficiency services; and the 30+% of German 

renewable electricity generating capacity owned by private citizens and local cooperatives.70  While none 

of these examples pulls everything needed together, they do show that the elements are viable. 

 

Going forward, any city in the world could establish a LEEP-type innovation partnership.  LEEP office 

costs would include a minimum staff of 5 professionals (director/energy economist, project/property 

finance, water and waste experts, and political/communications specialist), IT, rent, overheads, 

communications, and a €1 M project preparation-revolving fund to support pre-feasibility engineering, 

finance and legal costs, as needed.71  This approaches a rough cost of €3.3 M per year, or €10 M total 

per city over 3 years, which is a minimum start-up commitment needed to retain staff, build trust, and 

achieve results.  Start-up finance would come from a sharing of costs between private foundations, 

businesses, and governments.   

 

Longer-term, LEEPs can become financially self-sufficient to help scale and replicate the approach in 

many cities.  Each year, a typical middle to high income city region spends (very conservatively) about 

5-10% of its gross regional income managing energy, waste and water.72 Increases in energy and water 

efficiency and local generation would return tens of millions to consumers net of payments financing 

P 
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capital investment, while providing the small funds needed to support a LEEP office.  This is a matter of 

redirecting a fraction of money already being spent, as shown below in Table 1.  

 

  Table 1:  Urban Economic Flows, Net Zero Investment Financing and LEEP Costs 

 

Item Description Millions (€) Comment 

A Current regional income/year for city of 1M population 50,000 Assume per capita income of €50,000 x 1M 

B Assume 10% of income spent managing energy, water, waste 

flows 

5,000 Conservative post Ukraine war prices adjusted, based 

on norms of AI  

C Assume €10,000 new, net incremental per capita investment 

needed to get to net zero emissions by 2050 x 1 M population 

10,000 From McKinsey (2020) “Net Zero Europe” & Materials 

Economics (2019) 

D Annual savings from Net Zero tech and policies, conservative 

ignoring health benefits 

         750  Set at 15% x B from efficiency gains, local generation 

investments 

E Annual payment needed to finance Capex 510  C x 1M population, financed at 3%, over 30 years 

F Net Savings after financing charges, per year 240 D – E 

G LEEP Costs per year as % of net savings 1.38% €3.3 M annual operating costs (from text) / F 

        

i See Agora Energiwende (2019) op. cit.; Shell International (2001) Energy Needs, Choices and Possibilities: Scenarios to 2050. London, Shell International; and  

R Lichtman (2014) “San Diego Case Study” at www.eysfound.org/documents 
 

 

LEEP costs are in-line with the 1-4% of total costs needed for feasibility, design, and contracting, 

observed in many large infrastructure projects.73   

 

Sharing these costs and benefits can create powerful incentives to collaborate and align interests.  A 

local public and private stakeholders could create and own shares in the LEEP entity, so that all could 

profit from recovered fees and savings from projects brokered by a LEEP.  If e.g. 19 companies and the 

city government supplied the €10 M (3-year total) start-up costs, each share (1/20th of €10 M) would 

cost €500,000 (or 1/3rd of that, €167,000, per year). Using the example in Table 1 above, a region of 1 M 

people could over time generate a net savings of €100-250 M per year (the higher range reflects upside 

uncertainty over energy prices).  This could entitle shareholders to redemption payments, with interest 

and a built-in profit margin if they so choose, within 5 years.  In the example above, to realize a 10% rate 

of return on the €10 M invested, this would mean an additional €2 M paid in year 4 or 5 for a total of 

€12M, again taken one time out of the €240 M saved per year.  Or, they could continue holding the 

shares to participate in possible on-going LEEP project’s future fees.  Alternatively, the capitalization 

could be simply treated as a loan with a fixed term and rate structure.   

 

While arrangements will vary from city to city, the shareholders would agree that large supplier contracts 

would have a provision to provide a small finder or developer fee to keep the LEEP solvent and on-

going.  In any case, this can also be included as part of a long-term infrastructure or retrofit loan.  The 

option chosen will respond to local conditions and interests.  What is important is that are ways to 

capitalize the team needed to drive innovation rather than only relying upon very complex, burdensome, 

cumbersome government financing programs. 

 

An example: Imagine a range of local interest groups wants to build a large $100 M zero emissions 

mixed-use, mixed-income development in a city, involving several thousand apartments, and a range of 

stores and services.  This can be a group of citizens groups, property developers, circular economy 

engineering firms, financial institutions etc.  These groups either form a LEEP, or work with one already 

set up.  The LEEP helps sort out all up-front political, legal, engineering and financing issues. It facilitates 

extensive public discussions, and supports critical engineering, financial, or legal studies that can identify 

and unblock investment obstacles.   

 

Energy, water, waste, food and mobility systems have to all fit together in some coherent, viable fashion.  

Zoning and permitting changes may be required. Complex issues and trade-offs need to discussed:  how 

much electricity should be produced or stored on-site; are their opportunities to install larger ground-

based heat pumps;  do vertical growing systems have a role; can food wastes be digested locally, 

combined with heat recovery from local decentralized waste-water treatment to generate affordable 

energy on-site; what agreements are needed with regional or even national utility companies to balance 

http://www.eysfound.org/documents
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hourly electricity loads; will deep electrification permit all sorts of new reduced maintenance costs and 

how can those benefits be shared; what coordination is needed with other levels of government; how 

can tax credits be optimally allocated, what will be the role of demand management; how much car vs 

bicycle parking space  should be allotted given vehicle-sharing and charging needs; who will finance and 

support vehicle charging stations; should a site-owned micro-grid be developed; what proportion of 

apartments need to be affordable to which income groups and will some units subsidize others; how 

can this investment support long-term inclusive growth, how can developers and citizens provide 

effective input throughout the process, and how best to sequence development to  leverage a range of 

local, state/provincial, and national financing and tax programs to “crowd-in” investments, etc.  

 

To arrive at politically acceptable solutions that can be financed, a LEEP team is critical to building the 

support needed amongst all these interests and systems.  This process then leads to the compromises, 

consensus, agreements, permitting, and finance needed to implement the overall effort that balances 

politics, engineering, and finance.   

 

In the example above, for all this integrated support, the LEEP would receive a negotiated fee, e.g. 2% 

(of $100M)=$2 Million, that could also be financed as part of construction loans.  The LEEP has facilitated 

an effort and supported all the complex upfront discussions and negotiations that individual suppliers 

and local government could not do easily (if at all), and everyone wins.  The LEEP shareholders can decide 

if the $2M fee is used to start to repay start-up capital.  Or they can decide the funds remain with the 

LEEP entity because all the shareholders have found either its services or information flows useful and 

wish to build on this for future developments and projects.  Over a decade, many such projects can be 

developed.  

 

While individual parties could still enter into separate supplier contracts, it is likely such contracts would 

not have been possible without the LEEP group’s efforts which absorbed many transactions costs, costs 

that companies and the city government would otherwise have to bear individually.  In addition, firms 

and the city government would like to recoup their investment with a small return. Thus, cooperating 

(even between competitors) to make the LEEP successful is in everyone’s interest. This could transform 

a set of competitive power relations into a collaborative sharing of risks, costs, and benefits.  This joint 

ownership of a LEEP would incentivize co-operation, reduce the risks of conflicts of interest, moral 

hazard, free-riding, and even enable repaying the start-up investment within a few years.74   

 

In Europe, start-up funding could draw upon a €500 M-1 Billion share of the €10 billion currently 

proposed for climate and energy research, part of the proposed €100 Billion research budget for the 

forthcoming EC “Horizon Europe” 2021-2027 program.  This share could easily capitalize 3 years of LEEP 

operations in 100 European cities.  Versus the current complexity, such an effort would be quite simple 

to manage, requiring only a few deliverables over several years:  build the organization, deliver a funded 

plan, implement and verify emissions reductions, and release funds upon an agreed schedule as each 

step is begun and then successfully completed.   

 

Much of this paper has focused on conditions and examples found in developed country cities.  But 

there is no reason the model cannot be extended to cities in developing countries, where the problems 

of capacity, elite capture, and multiple financial and legal constraints are even more acute.  There are 

constant discussions to create new facilities that support pre-feasibility work, and some of these can be 

helpful.75  None of this is to suggest any of these public funding sources are easy to navigate or manage.  

To the extent possible, city stakeholders should develop mechanisms to marshal the resources needed 

from local sources, taping and leveraging the large spending on energy, waste, and water management 

already occurring, as discussed above.  It will  not be easy, there will always be difficult political conflicts 

to sort out, but ultimately, this is the way to move at the speed and scale needed.   

 

Table 2 below summarizes why a dedicated local organization is needed to drive down urban GHG 

emissions: 
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Table 2:  Current Gaps and LEEP Response 

 

Current Gaps LEEP Entity Response 

CAPACITY. Very uneven within city government 

departments: chaotic, siloed decision-making, post-Covid 

finance gaps, staff churn, political squabbling. Great 

difficulties faced designing “bankable” projects that are 

understood by financial institutions, and which fit together 

coherently. 

Main purpose is build professional team to do the integration, raise 

finance, create longer-term stable presence.  LEEP can hire and fire at 

will and draw quickly upon temporary and consulting resources to 

ensure projects fit together with adequate financial and political 

support. 

CREDIBILITY.  No evidence that current “climate action 

plans” or finance will trigger the 5% GHG reductions/year 

needed.  Plans are rarely credible, and have not been 

subjected to rigorous 3rd party review and vetting.  Financial 

sector remains deeply skeptical. 

LEEP Team expertise will develop credible plans that clearly describe 

how projects, finance, implementation, citizen and business co-

development will fit together, year by year.  Informal discussions and 

consensus-building promotes buy-in from all stakeholders and more 

bankable projects. 

SPEED.  Need to move quickly off fossil fuels (especially in 

the EU, given geopolitics) yet lack of consensus,  alignment 

of interests, regulatory constraints and political conflicts 

blocks this. 

LEEP Team much more agile and able to look at all urban resource 

flows to move faster.  Can proceed more quickly when possible in 

other sectors, while waiting for government consensus and regulatory 

approvals. 

FINANCE.  Greater capital investment still dependent 

upon and blocked by deeply flawed or limited plans and 

decision-making at the local level (even if cities try pool 

requests to scale up for big finance)  Funding problematic 

for up-front soft costs and buying down transactions costs. 

Professionalism and broader reach of LEEP Team will result in more 

bankable projects.  Team will also be constantly fund-raising and have 

a quick use revolving fund to allow for engineering, legal, 

communications work as needed vs. lengthy government approvals. 

INTEGRATION.  No effective cross sector integration – 

so even basic energy & water efficiency, mobility vs. new 

supply, or e.g. food and water systems, or overall Scope 3 

imports emissions-rarely considered together to seek least-

cost solutions. 

LEEP Team is built to integrate across sectors and allow thinking and 

negotiations to get least-cost solutions.  Allows businesses across 

sectors to collaborate and share in benefits of integrated solutions. 

SCALE.  No clear demarking of what different levels of 

government can/must do vs. private actors.  Now just 

assume these levels will coordinate and cooperate. 

Key area of LEEP work is identifying what can be done privately vs. 

publicly (where/& by whom) and mapping financing strategy to reflect 

this.  Shows and brokers higher levels of collaboration. 

ANALYTICS.  Urban emissions analytics are messy, 

relying upon self-reporting and uneven, out-sourced data.  

Data not well integrated, nor translated into verifiable 

investment plans. 

LEEP will draw upon world class  data support and constantly adjust 

and update without complex government tendering and approvals.  

Will update abatement cost curves, financing alternatives, pricing and 

fee recovery systems more quickly and rigorously than government. 

MISTRUST.  Deep mistrust remains amongst the 

stakeholders – increasingly fragile and polarized discussions 

in both the EU and the USA.  Trust issue often simply 

ignored, further slowing down finance and implementation.  

Government not viewed as neutral. 

LEEP creates “safe space” aided by independence, neutrality, 

competence and objectivity to allow business and citizen’s groups to 

collaborate and build trust.  Collective ownership & governance 

structure will also help reinforce this, while also providing 

accountability. Significant citizen input and discussion encouraged via 

citizen assemblies and an open “one stop shop” office. 

COOPERATION. Stakeholder cooperation problematic:  

Firms complain about city government  regulation,  an 

inability to shape pre-feasibility discussions, and difficulty of 

firms  working together. Government not viewed as a 

neutral player.  Citizen input is token and superficial. 

Mix of competence & “safe space” will allow informal discussions to 

identify and sort out conflicts.  Will promote innovation and pre-

feasibility joint development of projects.  Sharing of benefits built into 

governance and ownership creating strong incentive for parties to 

cooperate. 

COMPREHENSION.  Almost impossible for citizens to 

understand city climate plans:  too dense, too complex, and 

yet too simplistic. Plans do not show yearly reductions, 

yearly costs, yearly sources of finance, who bears burdens.   

Clear, accessible communications and building public support a key 

aspect of LEEP plan development.  Open “one-stop shop” will help 

design and deliver solutions to different stakeholders, also via citizen 

assemblies. 

MANAGEMENT OF COMPLEXITY. City 

governments cannot manage all this while facing serious 

capacity, political, regulatory and financial constraints.   

LEEP’s professional staff, ability to move quickly and organize 

engineering, management, financial, legal expertise as and when 

needed will help fit pieces together. 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY. City governments 

chronically short of funds; programming short term; new 

funds dependent upon complex negotiations with different 

levels of government, risk of political interference and too 

dependent upon a particular mayor or city council and 

electoral cycles. 

LEEP capitalized with resources sufficient for an initial 3 years.  Can 

constantly fund-raise & is not limited to complex public sector funding 

mechanisms (e.g. EC).  Ownership structure will ensure fee recovery 

and sharing systems so effort becomes self-sustaining.  Will be able to 

create e.g. Special Purpose Vehicles to handle large capital 

investments that exceed normal government capital spending. 
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7. IMPLICATIONS 
 

s envisioned here, a LEEP has a somewhat limited scope; to jump-start innovation, investment 

and implementation of urban emissions reductions in a way that promotes more inclusive 

economic growth.  While a well-functioning LEEP will certainly help, by itself, it cannot cure a 

range of deeper political, social and economic issues plaguing many urban regions.76  Nevertheless, these 

challenges set the context within which a LEEP operates, and to which it must respond to be successful. 

 

With significant financial stimulus available, and with increased acceptance of government intervention 

in markets, there is now an opportunity invest in a greener, more resilient way.  Yet current assessments 

of the $14 Trillion spent by G20 nations on Covid-triggered stimulus measures suggest only 6% went to 

measures that would also reduce emissions.77  It remains to be seen how well these investments, and 

recent large US and EU climate-related subsidies will also address the longer-term revenue and 

employment losses triggered by the pandemic and subsequent financial and geopolitical upheavals.78  

These shocks are challenging climate-related spending in many countries and regions facing polarized 

electorates, stretched finances, and regional and ethnic tensions, all of which are only increasing.79  The 

LEEP idea puts consensus-building, participation, and transparency front and center to try to reduce 

some of this increasing polarization and to show how climate investments can improve people’s lives. 

 

At the urban regional level, there are two immediate concerns.  First, urban air pollution plays an 

important role in damaging lungs that weakens people’s ability to resist any respiratory disease, 

including Covid.  Airborne particulates may themselves help spread a virus, they may even trigger 

cancers, and have been described recently as “the greatest external threat to public health”.80  At a 

staggering cost, the pandemic may have bought us a little time, and some reduced commuting, working 

at home etc., may result in some small permanent emissions reductions.81  But air emissions and air 

pollutants, from the single building level up to rapidly decarbonizing electricity generation and motor 

transport, need to be reduced far more forcefully.  A recent study suggests the short-term health benefits 

from reduced emissions may even exceed reduced longer term damages from climate change.82  

Ignoring the difficulties of implementing carbon taxes and removing fossil fuel subsidies, cities could 

still do much on air pollutants and emissions with a more focused, integrated, and inherently regional 

approach, which is a cornerstone of the LEEP idea.   

 

Second, particularly local governments’ already constrained attention spans and finances will be stressed 

dealing with the effects of increased working from home, and then all sorts of supply, price inflation, 

and even migration effects from on-going wars in Ukraine and the Middle East.  Increasing localized 

heat, flood, fire, and storm damage will only compound this financial pressure.  Anecdotally, some early 

surveys suggest 2020-2021 Covid effects alone caused a 10% reduction in municipal revenues and a 5% 

increase in costs.  Significant commercial property value and tax revenue losses are mounting.83  At least 

for several years, local governments will be hard-pressed to let emissions reductions efforts drift to cope 

with financial pressures.   

 

This could not happen at a worse moment.  We have been warned for years that we have roughly until 

2030 to cut global emissions by 50% to have a chance to stay under the 1.5 °C warming threshold.  This 

implies a reduction of over 5% per year, almost as much as what resulted from the Covid induced 

economic contraction in 2020.84   

 

Creating the suggested new LEEP partnership organizations quickly would at least give us a chance to 

meet the 2030 50% urban emissions reduction target.  If a dedicated organization can drive emissions 

reductions strategies and their financing and implementation, this frees up limited local government 

resources to deal with managing many on-going financial shockwaves. 

 

If there is one point this paper has tried to make, it is that we need to think much harder about what 

“implementing” actually means: developing the underlying political support; building and staffing an 

accountable, high-performance organization to drive innovation; getting financing in place; developing 

and approving a plan; and then begin to actually implement change. Just completing those up-front 

tasks at the city level would optimistically take at least a year, without simultaneously managing the after 

A 
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effects of a global pandemic.  All this is needed within, at the most, the decade remaining to slow 

emissions to have a chance at stabilizing projected warming below very risky levels. 

 

If anything, the Covid experience has shown disturbing gaps in how democratic governments, 

businesses, and citizens are able to collaborate effectively.  Without trivializing the remarkably rapid 

scientific work involved, or the massive, complex vaccine distribution effort needed, compared to slowing 

global warming, managing Covid required “relatively” straightforward changes in some behaviors and 

rolling out large vaccination logistics programs, using a variety of existing organizations at the local, 

national and global levels.  All this has not gone especially well, with much needless expense, uncertainty, 

suffering, and death.85   

 

To be fair, some of this was inevitable given the suddenness, speed, and scale of the pandemic, and all 

the politics surrounding it.86  But we had been warned for many years that such a sudden, rapid event 

was probable.  We were not prepared; indeed, we chose not to be prepared, and the warnings continue 

even now.87  The Covid experience should deeply shake our confidence in the fitness of our current 

institutions to deal with long-term threats. 

 

We have also known for many years that the far more complex challenge to slow global warming will 

require a profound, rapid re-tooling of many of our basic systems of agriculture, energy, transportation, 

and industrial production, and their financial and political underpinnings that we have used for well over 

a century.  The Covid experience strengthens the argument that governments, businesses and citizens 

groups need to rethink how they can collaborate better and faster, and why all should be open to 

experimenting with new approaches.   

 

We are facing profound security threats from climate change.  Business needs to step up and move 

beyond a simplistic profit-making and proactively collaborate, even supporting up-front costs that can 

be recovered over time.  City governments need to recognize their limits and share governance more 

collaboratively with business and citizens.  We have seen there are proven methods, incentives, and 

experiences that can be drawn upon.  At the urban level, the LEEP provides a structure to integrate all 

this, and move toward coordinated, coherent action. 

 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

n his 1934 poem “Choruses from ‘The Rock’”, T.S. Eliot warned against “dreaming of systems so 

perfect no one needs to be good”.  The dedicated, innovation partnership idea outlined here is not 

foolproof.  If members allow, it can be corrupted, or rendered simply ineffective.  But it does address 

an important gap that we are currently ignoring, at our peril.  With sufficient transparency, and 

leadership, we can move beyond the disturbing lack of progress in reducing urban emissions.  We cannot 

do much about the behavioral and technological parts of E. O. Wilson’s lament, noted at the beginning 

of this paper.  But we can do quite a bit about changing our institutions and how decisions are made.  

Rather than becoming mired in despondent, narrow political de-construction, we can start constructing 

the missing management capability needed to deliver trusted, effective solutions to build a more just 

and more sustainable world.  
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Annex A:  Strengthening European Commission (EC) Support to Reduce Urban 

        Emissions 
 

While this paper has focused on strategy, there is also a need to strengthen oversight and management 

of large funding programs to support urban emissions reductions.  These comments draw upon 

participation in several EC Horizon 2020 “smart and sustainable” cities and communities projects, 

interviews with dozens of participants and reviews of numerous proposals and projects in EC “FP7”, 

“H2020” efforts (as well as in the USA).88  These funds are important as they are both large in scale and 

relatively “soft” grants requiring little or no matching funds, repayment, or only notional “in-kind 

contributions”. 
 

Over the past 10 years, these efforts have spent well over € 2 Billion supporting cities to become more 

sustainable.  The actual spending is difficult to determine with infrequent topping up, sharing with other 

programs, etc.  There is overlap with additional loan guarantees and overall structural development and 

regional cohesion funds of well over 60 times this amount.89  So what was actually done? Searching EC 

websites, one finds multiple further layers of webpage links describing “frameworks”, “roadmaps” and 

lessons learned such as “develop sound business models”, “engage citizens in projects”, etc.   

 

An example of how this plays out is the €25 M “Grow-Smarter” project, often viewed as one of the EC 

flagship efforts.  This involved Stockholm, Köln, and Barcelona, and a number of follower cities.  The 

project provides 1000+ pages of documentation, including financial and economic details, though these 

do require some digging to discover.  However, what is missing is the fundamental strategic logic of 

these efforts.  It is difficult to understand how developed projects would result in large emissions 

reductions that could be scaled, why these needed EC funds, what feasibility analyses showed projects’ 

potential financial and economic results vs. what was actually realized (or projected) after completion, 

and how sensitive are many marginally viable projects (with IRRs of 1%-2.8%) to small changes in costs 

and revenues.  In addition, these projects have significant large organizing and transactions costs that 

are not reflected in IRR calculations.90   

 

Current thinking is to repackage the research and demonstration components to support greater policy 

coherence via “Missions”, partly inspired by Project Apollo.91  The relevance can be debated how NASA’s 

massive focused engineering lessons can address the far more complex, multiple techno-socio-

economic challenges of stopping global warming. Trying to get multiple overlapping programs and 

decision-making centers to coordinate better is laudable in any organization.  But without fundamentally 

changing the underlying flawed systems of management design and accountability, this “mission” 

repackaging is unlikely to yield the results urgently needed. 

 

Chronically, EC cities programs suffer from vague terms of reference in “proposal calls”, the proposal 

work frameworks are incredibly complex, making both reporting difficult but also creating incentives for 

equally complex proposals that try to respond to or game the system.  With the ostensible purpose of 

promoting learning and integration, it is common to have 20-30 research organizations, multiple cities 

in multiple countries, disparate businesses, citizens groups and universities “collaborating” together, 

despite obviously large differences in incentives, legal mandates, language, culture, political and 

economic systems, etc.  

 

This process is being repeated in the EC “Net Zero Emissions Cities” effort in over 100 urban regions.92  

There is a great risk that these funds will be spread too widely and too thinly to achieve their purpose.  

The sums planned will only amount to several hundred thousand euros per year per city, and initial 

disbursements will stretch well into 2023. 

 

Managing these EC projects is fraught with complexity, made even more daunting as many managers 

involved have fairly narrow government or research backgrounds.  It has even spawned a small industry 

of highly specialized firms whose sole expertise is managing this bewildering process.    
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These sizable programs have had little outside review and accountability, mostly staying within the 

fraternity of project participants, their project officers, and the committees who draft the terms of 

reference and overall policy.   

 

What is needed is a complete rethinking of all aspects of these funds:  their purpose; their management; 

their reporting, with experienced businesses providing design inputs; and a far more rigorous system of 

accountability and reporting to member governments and the European Parliament.  None of this will 

be easy.  A useful start would be to insist projects are summarized in a short 1-2 page cover sheet (vs. 

the scores of pages currently), before being approved.  This short summary should cover these points:  

 

1. What will be done, using simple, clear, concise, descriptive language.  

2. What specific gaps EC funds fill and why this makes strategic sense (how it contributes to long-

term change that could not otherwise be funded-the counterfactual).  

3. What emissions will be reduced (explaining how these are calculated, and by whom). 

4. What will these reductions cost and how it will be financed (with a projected rate of return IRR 

calculation, or a levelized cost/tonne of CO2e avoided).  

5. How many and what long-term jobs will be created. 

6. How will government, businesses and citizens’ costs be affected by the effort. 

7. How can all this be independently verified. 

8. How much of this will be directly attributable to the public EC funding obtained vs. other sources.   

9. What key lessons will be learned to aid in scaling, replicating, and obtaining further finance. 

 

This project summary would again be completed at the end of a project, so expectations can be 

compared with results.  Then, this “before/after” document would be presented by the managers of 

these huge public programs, and individual project leaders to an external review board.  This could be a 

mix of external management consultancies, communications firms, investment banks, relevant university 

departments, and some large trade union and citizen housing groups.  Any project over a certain size, 

e.g. € 5 M, would need to be presented concisely in 15 minutes and then discussed by the group.  This 

could be bundles of 5-10 projects per day on some regular monthly basis to use the group’s time 

efficiently and make numerous reviews manageable.  The feedback from a more diverse, independent 

review group would be publicly and easily available on EC project websites.   

 

At the moment, nothing like this exists that would allow rapid scanning and evaluating of urban climate 

emissions reductions projects, and make these projects more accountable to an externally reviewed 

process. Interested readers can review the EC document references (see Endnotes) to judge the quality 

and accessibility of such critical, basic management information about this vast spending over decades.   

 

We seem to demand more accountability from corporate “ESG” performance reporting than we do from 

public institutions’ spending.   Anyone concerned about supporting European integration should help 

rethink how these funds are managed so the planned €1 Billion spending for EC “Green Deal” cities will 

have the impact needed during 2021-2027, within possibly the last decade remaining to keep warming 

around 1.5° C. 
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Table 3:  Selected Global Spending Data 

 

Spending Item          Current Spending ($)  Projected Spending   Data Ranges  
 

Cosmetics  530 Billion    800 Billion  2017 / 2023 

Smart Phones  715 Billion 1.35 Trillion  2019 / 2023 

Cigarettes  888 Billion 1.24 Trillion  2018 / 2024 

Alcoholic Beverages         1.58  Trillion 1.86 Trillion  2019 / 2026 

Fossil Fuel Subsidies  700 Billion/ 7 Trillion (explicit/Implicit)  2023 

Total Global Military         2.24 Trillion    2023 

 
As explained earlier, operating a LEEP costs about €3.3 Million per year, per city.  1,000 cities together would need to spend €3.3 

Billion ($3-4 Billion) annually.  The resources needed to support this are available and for large middle- or high-income cities, the 

cost would be equivalent to foregoing 3-4 specialized coffees or beers per person, per year, during a start-up phase.  With what 

we are learning about the health impacts of cleaner air, which could be greatly increased by a LEEP’s regional focus, the charges 

for merely one less visit to a doctor per person per year would more than cover a LEEP’s annual cost.  

Sources for spending data: 
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76 See Acemoglu and Johnson (2023) op cit. and Rajan (2019) op.cit. There will also be further, more immediate challenges to 
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